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Professional conduct panel decision and recommendations, and decision on 

behalf of the Secretary of State 

Teacher:   Mr David John Richardson 

Teacher ref number: 0413206 

Teacher date of birth: 18 November 1982 

NCTL case reference: 15106 

Date of determination: 3 March 2017 

Former employer: Danum Academy, Doncaster 

A. Introduction 

A professional conduct panel (“the panel”) of the National College for Teaching and 

Leadership (“the National College”) convened from 28 February 2017 to 3 March 2017 at 

53 to 55 Butts Road, Earlsdon Park, Coventry CV1 3BH to consider the case of Mr David 

John Richardson. 

The panel members were Brian Hawkins (teacher panellist – in the chair), John Matharu 

(lay panellist) and Karen McArthur (lay panellist). 

The legal adviser to the panel was James Danks of Blake Morgan LLP. 

The presenting officer for the National College was Fiona Robertson of Counsel. 

Mr Richardson was present and represented by Amanda Hart of Counsel. 

The hearing took place in public and was recorded. 
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B. Allegations 

The panel considered the allegations set out in the Notice of Proceedings dated 22 

November 2016. 

It was alleged that David John Richardson was guilty of unacceptable professional 

conduct and/or conduct that may bring the profession into disrepute, in that between 

2014 and 2015, he failed to maintain appropriate professional standards and/or 

appropriate professional boundaries in that, whilst working as Head of PE at Danum 

Academy, in relation to Pupil A: 

1. He engaged in communications via social media including text messages and 

WhatsApp messages; 

2. He exchanged images of himself with Pupil A via social media including images in his 

underwear; 

3. He had sexual intercourse with Pupil A on Town Fields; 

4. Following him being made aware that Pupil A had spoken to her family about the 

relationship and/or sexual intercourse, he: 

 a) told her to delete the messages; 

 b) told her to deny that anything had happened; 

 c) encouraged her to lie; 

5. His conduct set out at 1 to 3 above was sexually motivated; 

6. His conduct set out at 4 was dishonest. 

 
In Mr Richardson's reponse, dated 14 December 2016, to the Notice of Proceedings, he 

admitted the facts giving rise to allegation 1. He also admitted allegation 4 albeit not the 

exact wording of the head of charge and, following on from that, he admitted allegation 6. 

Furthermore, Mr Richardson accepted that the facts giving rise to allegations 1, 4 and 6 

amounted to unacceptable professional conduct and/or conduct that may bring the 

profession into disrepute. 
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C. Preliminary applications 

The panel considered an application from the NCTL that the documents at pages 151 to 

154 of the supplementary bundle be admitted into evidence on the basis that they were 

relevant to the case before it and it was fair to do so. Prior to this application, with the 

consent of both parties, the panel had the opportunity to review the disputed material. 

Although there were additional pages within this bundle other than pages 151 to 154, no 

point between parties was taken on any other documents. 

The presenting officer explained that the document at the quoted pages was a record of 

messages between Pupil A and Mr Richardson that had been read out by DC Kim 

Masson at a LADO meeting. It was acknowledged that not all messages, nor possibly all 

parts of the messages, had been read out but efforts had been made by the NCTL to 

ensure that everything had been disclosed. The NCTL was unable to provide a definitive 

explanation as to why some of the messages at pages 151 to 154 do not appear 

elsewhere in the bundle but suggest it was because the messages were sent from a third 

party's phone. 

The NCTL stated that the messages were plainly relevant to the case as it showed 

electronic contact between Pupil A and Mr Richardson and, although not all messages 

were present, there was sufficient context around what they consider the important 

messages for no unfairness to be caused to Mr Richardson and, if anything, the 

messages support his case. 

The application was opposed by the teacher's representative. Whilst accepted that the 

documents were relevant, it was put forward that to admit them would cause unfairness 

to Mr Richardson's case. It was clear from these documents that there were significantly 

more messages that were not read out in the LADO meeting and the failure by NCTL to 

provide these amounted to a lack of disclosure that breached Mr Richardon's Article 6 

rights. The teacher's representative suspected that the outstanding material was held by 

the police. 

Further, the teacher's representative stated that there was no information as to where the 

messages were from, who had provided them or when they were communicated. The 

messages in the disputed documents were highly selective, taken out of context and their 

accuracy unknown. 

Full disclosure had been requested by both Mr Richardson and his union but nothing has 

been forthcoming in this respect.  

The teacher's representative went on to submit that if the panel's decision is that these 

documents be admitted then an adjournment should be granted to allow for further 

enquiries to be made and all messages provided. 
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The panel carefully considered both parties' submissions and decided that pages 151 to 

154 should be admitted into evidence. This evidence is clearly relevant as it goes to the 

relationship that existed between Pupil A and Mr Richardson. In respect of fairness, in 

light of the fact that both Pupil A and Mr Richardson are to give evidence and can be 

examined on the circumstances of these messages, the panel has decided that it is fair 

that the documents be admitted. 

In light of this decision, the panel has also considered the teacher's application that the 

matter be adjourned to allow for further time for enquiries to be made and for the 

outstanding material to be obtained. The panel notes that enquiries, whilst not as 

extensive as they could have been, have been made by both NCTL and Mr Richardson 

to obtain this material without success. It is also noted that the defence only suspects 

that the police has this material. 

Taking all of the above into account, including the panel's reasoning for admitting the 

documents, the panel is not convinced that further time will lead to any more material 

being provided and it is in the interests of justice that this matter continues. The 

adjournment application is therefore refused. 

The panel also admitted better and clearer images of the text messages already provided 

within the bundle and screenshots of social media messages, that neither party objected 

to. 

D. Summary of evidence 

Documents 

In advance of the hearing, the panel received a bundle of documents which included: 

Section 1: Chronology and anonymised pupil list – pages 2 to 3 

Section 2: Notice of Proceedings and response – pages 6 to 13 

Section 3: NCTL witness statements – pages 15 to 18 

Section 4: NCTL documents – pages 37 to 227 

Section 5: Teacher documents – pages 229 to 266 

Sections 1 to 5 (as a whole) were admitted as Exhibit 1. 

In addition, the panel agreed to accept the following: 

 All those documents that formed part of the preliminary argument as Exhibit 2 

 A Google Map image of the relevant area as Exhibit 3 
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 A Statement of Agreed Facts. 

The panel members confirmed that they had read all of the documents in advance of the 

hearing. 

Witnesses 

The panel heard oral evidence from: 

a) Pupil A 

b) Witness A – aunt of Pupil A 

The above witnesses were called by the NCTL. In addition, the panel also considered the 

agreed written evidence from Witness B, Witness C and Witness D on behalf of the 

NCTL. 

c. David Richardson – teacher 

d. Witness E – friend of Mr Richardson 

e. Witness F – partner of Mr Richardson 

f. Witness G – friend of Mr Richardson 

g. Witness H – friend of Mr Richardson 

Witnesses c. to g. were called on behalf of the teacher. 

E. Decision and reasons 

The panel announced its decision and reasons as follows: 

We have carefully considered the case before us and have reached a decision. 

We confirm that we have read all the documents provided in the bundle in advance of the 

hearing and those documents contained within Exhibits 2, 3 and 4 as provided during the 

hearing as well as the Statement of Agreed Facts. 

Mr Richardson had been employed at Danum School ('the School') since 2004 as a 

teacher and at the relevant time was Head of PE. He resigned from his position at the 

School in January 2016. 

In or around summer 2014, Mr Richardson allegedly began to exchange messages with 

Pupil A via text message and WhatsApp, including messages that contained images of 

each of them naked or in a state of undress. These messages and images were allegedly 

sexually motivated and continued over time. 
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On 28 February 2015 (or early the very next morning), it is alleged Mr Richardson had 

sexual intercourse with Pupil A after meeting her in town. When this incident became 

known to Pupil A's family, he persuaded her to delete all messages and put forward a 

false account to others. This latter conduct was said to be dishonest. 

Findings of fact 

Our findings of fact are as follows: 

We have found the following allegations proved, for these reasons: 

1. You engaged in communications via social media including text messages and 

WhatsApp messages 

The facts of this allegation have been admitted by Mr Richardson. These 

communications were also referred to by Pupil A in her live evidence and shown as the 

screenshots from her phone with the name 'Dave' at the top of the message. Mr 

Richardson further admitted in evidence that the messages from 'Dave' were from him. 

The panel also considered the evidence from Witness A, who confirmed she had seen 

and read numerous messages from 'Dave' as seen on Pupil A's phone, as compelling in 

light of her consistent account of events and the manner in which she gave evidence. 

The panel also noted the evidence from Witness F and Witness H that confirmed Mr 

Richardson had admitted to them sending text and WhatsApp messages to Pupil A. 

Whilst the panel acknowledged that there was a lack of clarity as to who between Pupil A 

and Mr Richardson had sent the first message, for the purpose of this allegation, that was 

not considered relevant. 

In light of the above, the panel found this allegation proved. 

 

2. You exchanged images of yourself with Pupil A via social media including 

images in your underwear 

The panel heard live evidence on this matter from Pupil A who confirmed that a number 

of images had been exchanged between herself and Mr Richardson. These had been 

deleted by Pupil A from her phone to avoid them being discovered by anyone else. Pupil 

A's account of there being images was corroborated by her aunt, Witness A. Although 

Witness A had not seen any images of Mr Richardson, she had seen messages from him 

questioning whether Pupil A had received the images that he had sent. 

Mr Richardson gave evidence on this allegation and denied any images, of any sort, had 

been exchanged with Pupil A nor had he ever asked her to send one. He maintained his 

position that the only messages that had been exchanged were written and of a general 

chit-chat nature. 
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The panel also considered the supportive documentary evidence within the bundle given 

by Pupil A's mother in an investigation interview on 25 June 2015. However, in light of the 

fact that this was secondary hearsay and Pupil A's mother was not present to give 

evidence or be cross-examined on this issue, little weight was attached to this material. 

On this allegation, the panel felt that Pupil A gave a credible version of events that was 

generally consistent through the investigation and proceedings. To Mr Richardson's 

benefit, Pupil A also denied some of the messages evidenced within the bundle that 

specifically referred to naked images were in relation to Mr Richardson. 

The panel also placed significant weight on the evidence of Witness A who they found to 

be credible with no reason to lie. Her evidence on this matter came from texts she had 

read on Pupil A's phone which were sent by Mr Richardson. 

The panel considered a series of text messages exchanged between Pupil A and Mr 

Richardson. The extent of the panic shown by Mr Richardson when notified by Pupil A 

that her mother had found out about their relationship was considerably greater than 

would have been expected if the messages really were just of a general nature. 

Taking all the above into account, the panel found this allegation proved. 

 

4. Following him being made aware that Pupil A had spoken to her family about the 

relationship and/or sexual intercourse, you: 

 a) told her to delete the messages 

 b) told her to deny that anything had happened 

 c) encouraged her to lie 

This allegation was admitted by Mr Richardson. The panel noted the evidence of Pupil A, 

and confirmed by the text messages contained within Exhibit 2 pages 151 to 154, that Mr 

Richardson had asked her to carry out all the particulars of 4. 

In light of the panel's decision in respect of allegation 3, the panel found the particulars 

proved in respect of 'the relationship' but not 'sexual intercourse'. 

 

5. Your conduct set out at 1 to 3 above was sexually motivated 

In light of the panel's decision on allegation 3, the panel restricted their deliberations on 

this charge to 1 and 2 only. 

The panel were able to consider the content of the texts that were sent by Mr Richardson  

and considered some to be of a flirtatious nature, including adding an 'x' at the end. Mr 

Richardson had numerous opportunities to ensure contact could not have happened, 
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such as by blocking Pupil A's number. There was also no reason to continue replying to 

her messages and his evidence that he felt manipulated by her was not accepted. The 

panel's view was that Mr Richardson was deriving some gratification from the text 

relationship that was more over and above associated with general chit-chat. 

The panel noted the evidence from Ms Lindley in her police interview, specifically that 

Pupil A had told her that she and Mr Richardson had spoken about being able to have 

sex when Pupil A had gone to university. However, the panel bore in mind that this 

evidence was secondary hearsay that was not available to be tested in cross-

examination. 

Although the panel did not have before them any messages of an overtly sexual nature, 

they did have regard to the sense of panic shown by Mr Richardson when told that Pupil 

A's mother had discovered their relationship, which was greater than if the text messages 

and images were innocent.  

On the balance of probabilities, the panel determined Mr Richardson's actions in respect 

of charge 1 and 2 were sexually motivated and therefore found this allegation proved. 

6. Your conduct set out at 4 was dishonest 

This allegation was admitted by Mr Richardson. In considering his actions, the panel had 

consideration to the following questions: 

a) if the panel considered it more likely than not that what Mr Richardson did was 
dishonest by the standards of ordinary and reasonable people 

 
b) If so, is it more likely than not that Mr Richardson realised what he was doing 
was dishonest by those standards? 

 

Encouraging any person, especially a pupil, to put forward a false position by lying to 

others would be seen as a dishonest act. Further, the panel also considered Mr 

Richardson's suggestion that Pupil A bought a new phone and asking her to deliberately 

delete all messages, thereby destroying evidence, would be seen as dishonest by an 

ordinary and reasonable person. 

In light of Mr Richardson's admission on whether he realised these actions to be 

dishonest, the panel found the second question on dishonesty, and therefore this 

allegation, proved. 

We have found the following allegations not proved, for these reasons: 

3. You had sexual intercourse with Pupil A on Town Fields 

The panel heard a considerable amount of evidence on this allegation, which had been 

denied by Mr Richardson. 
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Pupil A gave live evidence. She stated that a texting relationship had began with Mr 

Richardson from the summer of 2014 and had developed over the rest of the year. The 

number of texts exchanged varied but Pupil A thought it was roughly split evenly between 

the two of them. 

On the night in question, Pupil A explained that she had been in town with friends but left 

them in order to see Mr Richardson, their meeting having been arranged by text 

message. The circumstances of their meeting was different from Pupil A's previous 

accounts given to the police and the school. Pupil A accepted that she was drunk that 

evening but not that she was stumbling or out of control. 

Pupil A and Mr Richardson initially met at the Mint Bar and then separately moved to 

another venue, the Tiki Tiki Bar. Mr Richardson was with three other friends and at some 

time between 12am to 12:30am, Pupil A and Mr Richardson left the second venue 

together. Pupil A explained that they walked back in the general direction of their houses 

and she had begun arguing with him although she was not clear as to why or the topic of 

the argument. She denied that Mr Richardson had put her into a taxi. 

Pupil A stated that as they walked down Thorne Road, they went onto Town Fields and 

had sex. It was unclear as to how this event arose after having been arguing. Pupil A 

estimated that it would have taken between 10 to 15 minutes of walking to this location 

and the sex lasted for around 5 to 10 minutes. Some further detail was provided to this 

panel by Pupil A about the sex than had previously been disclosed by her. 

After the sexual encounter, Pupil A explained that Mr Richardson walked her back to her 

house, which was another 15 minutes walk away. She accepted from leaving the bar to 

getting home was approximately 40 to 45 minutes. 

Pupil A denied that she had made up this allegation or that her accounts were 

exaggerations of what had actually taken place. She accepted being attracted to Mr 

Richardson and that she was jealous when he took his girlfriend to Spain in April 2015. 

In evidence, Pupil A accepted that although her account had changed over time, she had 

been consistent with the main strands. In the police and school interviews, she had given 

relatively little detail of matters in order to protect Mr Richardson.  

The panel next heard evidence from Witness A, Pupil A's aunt. Witness A explained that 

after a family birthday on 25 April 2015, she had seen Pupil A with Mr Richardson who 

were coincidentally in the same venue. Witness A had questioned her about the 

relationship and Pupil A admitted to sleeping with him. Witness A confirmed that she had 

a close relationship with Pupil A and would have been able to tell if she was lying. Pupil A 

had asked her to keep the relationship secret but a few weeks later, Witness A had told 

Pupil A's mother, a breach of trust that had caused huge ramifications for the family. 
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Mr Richardson gave evidence on this allegation and completely denied Pupil A's version 

of events. He explained that he had been out for dinner with a friend, Witness H, and had 

then met with two other friends, Witness G and Witness E. 

Mr Richardson and his friends had bumped into Pupil A (who was with friends) in Mint 

Bar. He had seen her in town earlier that night but no arrangements had been made to 

meet up.  

Mr Richardson and his group moved to the Tiki Tiki Bar, which he stated was really the 

only place to go in Doncaster after 11pm-11:30pm. At some point, Pupil A arrived in the 

bar by herself and was with Mr Richardson and his group for a short amount of time, 

maybe 5 minutes. Pupil A was complaining that her friends had abandoned her. 

Mr Richardson went on to explain that Pupil A had taken one of his friends, Witness G, 

onto the dancefloor and kissed him. Mr Richardson and his other two friends did not 

dance and both Witness G and Pupil A returned to the group a short time later. Pupil A 

was stumbling about, being loud and lary and in a bit of a state. 

Two bouncers were present and looked as if they would be throwing Pupil A out of the 

bar. Mr Richardson therefore decided to walk Pupil A to the taxi rank, approximately 100 

metres from the bar. As they walked, he was propping Pupil A up but was able to hail a 

taxi. Pupil A refused to get in the taxi, took off her shoes and threw them away. This taxi 

therefore drove off. Pupil A was asking Mr Richardson to take her to a hotel, was trying to 

kiss him, unzip his trousers and touch him between his legs. Pupil A was being 

argumentative and not making rational conversation. 

A second taxi was hailed relatively soon after, less than 5 minutes, and Pupil A was put 

in. Mr Richardson paid for the taxi and returned to the bar. In total, he estimated being 

away from the bar for approximately 15 minutes. He made no comment to his friends as 

to what Pupil A had tried to do when he was outside with her and no-one had made any 

comment as to where he had been. This was not unusual when one of the group was 

away for a relatively short period of time however.  

Mr Richardson explained he left the bar with Witness H at around 12:30am and took a 

taxi home with him, arriving home at around 12:45am to 1:00am. 

Witness F gave evidence and confirmed that she had dropped Mr Richardson in town 

earlier in the evening. She evidenced screenshots from her phone that showed a text 

from Mr Richardson at 00:47am stating he was on his way home and also that she had 

heard a taxi door close then Mr Richardson come into the house. She saw Mr 

Richardson when he got back and there was nothing unusual about him. 

Witness F denied lying on behalf of Mr Richardson and confirmed that he had told her 

about the texts with Pupil A just before he had been suspended. He had not mentioned 

any other inappropriate behaviour. 
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Witness E gave evidence. He confirmed that, on a night out, whilst he would not notice 

someone being away from the group for a short period of time (5 to 10 minutes), he 

would certainly notice someone being away from the group for 40 to 45 minutes. He did 

not remember Mr Richardson being away from the group at all that night, save for any 

short time, and could recall the events as Witness G kissing a girl was a memorable 

event. He also recalled this evening as Pupil A had deliberately smashed her glass on 

the floor and he felt the need to say something to a bouncer. 

Witness E was unaware of the admissions that Mr Richardson had made and was 

surprised by them. He denied lying on behalf of Mr Richardson. 

Witness G gave evidence and confirmed that Pupil A, who appeared drunk, had dragged 

him to the dancefloor and had kissed him. Pupil A had been with the group for 10 to 30 

minutes and he has no particular recollection of Mr Richardson not being with them. 

He had stayed in the bar with Witness E until about 1:30am to 2:00am but Mr Richardson 

and Witness H had left at around 12:30am. 

Despite the passage of time, Witness G confirmed he was able to recall the events of 

that night because of the kiss and that a friend's wife's 30th birthday had taken place the 

following week. Witness G was however unable to recall any particular parts of that party. 

Witness G denied discussing his evidence with any other witness or that he knew Mr 

Richardson had exchanged messages with Pupil A and had admitted dishonesty. 

Witness H gave evidence before the panel. He explained that roughly two months before 

Mr Richardson had been suspended, he had told him about some texts that he had 

received from Pupil A.  

On the night in question, Witness H had dinner with Mr Richardson before meeting with 

the other two friends and, at the end of the night, he had got a taxi home with Mr 

Richardson as they always did after a night out. Witness H denied discussing his 

evidence with anyone else and did not remember a girl kissing Witness G nor Mr 

Richardson being away from their group for any particular length of time. 

Witness H was unaware of the admissions that Mr Richardson had made including that of 

dishonesty. 

All witnesses providing direct evidence on the night in question accepted having 

consumed alcohol but also that none were drunk. 

The panel has considered all the evidence before it on this allegation carefully. The panel 

is surprised as to the lack of detail that Pupil A was able to provide in relation to the 

encounter or how an argument had so quickly evolved into sex. There were also 

inconsistencies in her evidence and her explanation that she was trying to protect Mr 
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Richardson when the 'relationship' became public was not accepted when the panel 

considered how early in the police interview she said that they had sex. 

The panel found Witness A to be entirely credible but noted that her knowledge of the 

sexual encounter was wholely based on what Pupil A had told her. 

Although the panel was surprised that Mr Richardson had made no mention to his friends 

of Pupil A's actions when hailing a cab after returning to the bar, the panel did accept his 

friends' recollections that he had not been away from the group for any length of time. 

There were minor inconsistencies between the friends' accounts, which may not have 

been expected if there had been collusion. The panel felt that all three were trying to 

assist them and that Witness H was particularly helpful in the details he provided as to 

his taxi journey back with Mr Richardson. 

The panel reminded itself that the burden to prove any allegation rests with the 

Presenting Officer. For this charge, the panel did not consider the NCTL had passed the 

necessary threshold of proof and therefore finds this allegation not proved. 

 

Findings as to unacceptable professional conduct and/or conduct that may bring 

the profession into disrepute 

Having found a number of the allegations to have been proven, the panel has gone on to 

consider whether the facts of those proven allegations amount to unacceptable 

professional conduct and/or conduct that may bring the profession into disrepute. 

In doing so, the panel has had regard to the document Teacher misconduct: The 

prohibition of teachers, which we refer to as "the Advice”. 

The panel is satisfied that the conduct of Mr Richardson in relation to the facts found 

proven and those admitted, involved serious breaches of the Teachers’ Standards. The 

panel considers that by reference to Part Two, Mr Richardson is in breach of the 

following standards: 

 teachers uphold public trust in the profession and maintain high standards of 

ethics and behaviour, within and outside school, by  

o treating pupils with dignity, building relationships rooted in mutual respect, and 

at all times observing proper boundaries appropriate to a teacher’s 

professional position 

o having regard for the need to safeguard pupils’ well-being, in accordance with 

statutory provisions 

 teachers must have proper and professional regard for the ethos, policies and 

practices of the school in which they teach. 
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 teachers must have an understanding of, and always act within, the statutory 

frameworks which set out their professional duties and responsibilities especially 

in relation to Safeguarding issues. 

 

The panel is satisfied that the conduct of Mr Richardson fell significantly short of the 

standards expected of the profession and, accordingly, the panel is satisfied that Mr 

Richardson is guilty of unacceptable professional conduct. 

The panel has also taken into account how the teaching profession is viewed by others 

and considered the influence that teachers may have on pupils, parents and others in the 

community. The panel has taken account of the uniquely influential role that teachers can 

hold in pupils’ lives and that pupils must be able to view teachers as role models in the 

way they behave. 

The findings of misconduct are serious and the conduct displayed would likely have a 

negative impact on the individual’s status as a teacher, potentially damaging the public 

perception. 

The panel therefore finds that Mr Richardson’s actions constitute conduct that may bring 

the profession into disrepute. 

Panel’s recommendation to the Secretary of State 

Given the panel’s findings in respect of unacceptable professional conduct and conduct 

that may bring the profession into disrepute, it is necessary for the panel to go on to 

consider whether it would be appropriate to recommend the imposition of a prohibition 

order by the Secretary of State. 

In considering whether to recommend to the Secretary of State that a prohibition order 

should be made, the panel has to consider whether it is an appropriate and proportionate 

measure, and whether it is in the public interest to do so. Prohibition orders should not be 

given in order to be punitive, or to show that blame has been apportioned, although they 

are likely to have punitive effect.   

The panel has considered the particular public interest considerations set out in the  

Advice and having done so has found a number of them to be relevant in this case, 

namely: 

 the protection of pupils 

 the maintenance of public confidence in the profession 

 declaring and upholding proper standards of conduct 
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In light of the panel’s findings against Mr Richardson, which involved an inappropriate 

relationship with a pupil that had a sexual motivation and thereafter being dishonest to try 

to avoid this relationship being found out, there is a strong public interest consideration 

in: 

 respect of the protection of pupils given the serious findings of inappropriate 

relationships with children 

 that public confidence in the profession could be seriously weakened if conduct 

such as that found against Mr Richardson were not treated with the utmost 

seriousness when regulating the conduct of the profession  

 in declaring proper standards of conduct in the profession was also present as the 

conduct found against Mr Richardson was outside that which could reasonably be 

tolerated 

 

Notwithstanding the clear public interest considerations that were present, the panel 

considered carefully whether or not it would be proportionate to impose a prohibition 

order taking into account the effect that this would have on Mr Richardson. 

In carrying out the balancing exercise the panel has considered the public interest 

considerations both in favour of and against prohibition as well as the interests of Mr 

Richardson. The panel took further account of the Advice, which suggests that a 

prohibition order may be appropriate if certain behaviours of a teacher have been proven. 

In the list of such behaviours, those that are relevant in this case are: 

 serious departure from the personal and professional conduct elements of the 

Teachers’ Standards 

 misconduct seriously affecting the education and/or well-being of pupils 

 abuse of position or trust (particularly involving vulnerable pupils) 

 dishonesty especially where there have been serious consequences, and/or it has 

been repeated and/or covered up 

 deliberate behaviour that undermines pupils, the profession, the school or 

colleagues 

 sexual misconduct 

 

Even though there were behaviours that would point to a prohibition order being 

appropriate, the panel went on to consider whether or not there were sufficient mitigating 

factors to militate against a prohibition order being an appropriate and proportionate 

measure to impose, particularly taking into account the nature and severity of the 

behaviour in this case. In light of the panel’s findings, there was no evidence that the 
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teacher’s actions were not deliberate and in fact the panel found for some of the 

allegations, the opposite was the case. 

There was no evidence to suggest that the teacher was acting under duress, and in fact 

the panel found the teacher’s actions to be calculated and motivated. 

The teacher did have a previously good history and had been a teacher for some time. 

The panel accepts that the incident was out of character and had before it a number of 

testimonials from work colleagues (including those in senior positions), ex-pupils and 

associates that attested to Mr Richardson's qualities as a teacher. 

The panel is of the view that prohibition is both proportionate and appropriate. We have 

decided that the public interest considerations outweigh the interests of Mr Richardson. 

The dishonest behaviour took place over a period of months and, whilst acknowledged 

that Mr Richardson had admitted this allegation, it was a significant factor in forming that 

opinion. The panel also considered the sexual motivation to be an aggravating factor 

and, accordingly, the panel makes a recommendation to the Secretary of State that a 

prohibition order should be imposed with immediate effect. 

The panel went on to consider whether or not it would be appropriate for them to decide 

to recommend that a review period of the order should be considered. The panel were 

mindful that the Advice advises that a prohibition order applies for life, but there may be 

circumstances in any given case that may make it appropriate to allow a teacher to apply 

to have the prohibition order reviewed after a specified period of time that may not be 

less than 2 years.  

The Advice indicates that there are behaviours that, if proven, would militate against a 

review period being recommended. These behaviours include serious dishonesty. In this 

matter, the exchange of texts took place over a number of months, culminating in Mr 

Richardson seeking to persuade a pupil, albeit one that he did not teach directly, to 

herself carry out dishonest acts.  

Whilst the panel noted that it had been suggested that Mr Richardson had shown insight 

into his actions, and to a limited extent the admissions did show that, there was no further 

evidence before the panel to show any detailed insight or remediation. Although some 

remorse was shown by Mr Richardson in respect of Pupil A and her family, this was in a 

small section of a large witness statement and the fact that he sought to blame Pupil A 

mitigated against any insight that he did show. 

The panel felt the findings indicated a situation in which a review period be appropriate 

and as such decided that it would be proportionate in all the circumstances for the 

prohibition order to be recommended with provisions for a review period after four years. 
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Decision and reasons on behalf of the Secretary of State 

I have given careful consideration to this case and to the recommendations made to me 

by the panel in respect of both sanction and review period. 

I have taken into account the fact that the panel did not find all of the facts alleged in this 

case. Where allegations have not been found proven by the panel I have discounted 

those allegations from my mind. In addition, in this particular case I have also noted that 

even where some allegations have been found proven, they are specified as to the detail 

of the finding. In these instances I have taken care to put from my mind the elements of 

the allegations that were not found proven. 

I have noted that for those allegations that were found proven that the panel found 

unacceptable professional conduct and conduct that may bring the profession into 

disrepute.  

In this case, the panel has found that the conduct of Mr Richardson in relation to the facts 

found proven and those admitted, involved serious breaches of the Teachers’ Standards. 

The panel considers that by reference to Part Two, Mr Richardson is in breach of the 

following standards: 

 teachers uphold public trust in the profession and maintain high standards of 

ethics and behaviour, within and outside school, by  

o treating pupils with dignity, building relationships rooted in mutual respect, and 

at all times observing proper boundaries appropriate to a teacher’s 

professional position 

o having regard for the need to safeguard pupils’ well-being, in accordance with 

statutory provisions 

 teachers must have proper and professional regard for the ethos, policies and 

practices of the school in which they teach. 

 teachers must have an understanding of, and always act within, the statutory 

frameworks which set out their professional duties and responsibilities especially 

in relation to Safeguarding issues. 

 

I have also taken into account the advice published by the Secretary of State.  

The Advice also suggests that a prohibition order may be appropriate if certain 

behaviours of a teacher have been proven. In the list of such behaviours, those that are 

relevant in this case are: 

 serious departure from the personal and professional conduct elements of the 

Teachers’ Standards 

 misconduct seriously affecting the education and/or well-being of pupils 
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 abuse of position or trust (particularly involving vulnerable pupils) 

 dishonesty especially where there have been serious consequences, and/or it has 

been repeated and/or covered up 

 deliberate behaviour that undermines pupils, the profession, the school or 

colleagues 

 sexual misconduct 

 

I have considered carefully the finding of the panel and its recommendation. I have noted 

the panel’s comments of previous history, insight, remorse and other mitigating factors. 

I have also taken into account the fact that, of itself, a finding of unacceptable 

professional conduct and conduct that may bring the profession into disrepute is itself a 

serious matter.  

I have had to weigh therefore the public interest in upholding the standards and the 

reputation of the profession with the importance of allowing, where appropriate teachers 

to remain in the profession. I have also weighed those public interest matters alongside 

the interests of the individual teacher. 

In weighing all of those interests and in taking into account the guidance published by the 

Secretary of State, I have also taken into account the need to be proportionate. A 

prohibition order should not be given to be punitive, even though it may have a punitive 

effect.  

In my judgement and having taken those matters into account, I support the 

recommendation of the panel.  The dishonest behaviour took place over a period of 

months and, whilst the panel acknowledged that Mr Richardson had admitted this 

allegation, it was a significant factor in forming that opinion. The panel also considered 

the sexual motivation to be an aggravating factor.   

Mr Richardson’s behaviours include serious dishonesty. The exchange of texts took 

place over a number of months, culminating in Mr Richardson seeking to persuade a 

pupil, albeit one that he did not teach directly, to herself carry out dishonest acts.  

I have also given careful consideration to the matter of a review period. I have read 

carefully the recommendation of the panel and its reasoning. It is clear that the panel 

consider that Mr Richardson had shown insight into his actions, and to a limited extent 

the admissions did show that. The panel also felt that there was no further evidence 

before it to show any detailed insight or remediation. Although the panel noted some 

remorse by Mr Richardson in respect of Pupil A and her family, their view is that this was 

in a small section of a large witness statement and the fact that he sought to blame Pupil 

A mitigated against any insight that he did show. 
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I support the recommendation of the panel which I find to be proportionate and in the 

public interest.  

This means that Mr David Richardson is prohibited from teaching indefinitely and 

cannot teach in any school, sixth form college, relevant youth accommodation or 

children’s home in England. He may apply for the prohibition order to be set aside, but 

not until 7 March 2021, 4 years from the date of this order at the earliest. This is not an 

automatic right to have the prohibition order removed. If he does apply, a panel will meet 

to consider whether the prohibition order should be set aside. Without a successful 

application, Mr David Richardson remains prohibited from teaching indefinitely. 

This order takes effect from the date on which it is served on the teacher. 

Mr David Richardson has a right of appeal to the Queen’s Bench Division of the High 

Court within 28 days from the date he is given notice of this order. 

 

 

Decision maker: Alan Meyrick   

Date: 7 March 2017 

This decision is taken by the decision maker named above on behalf of the Secretary of 

State. 


